
 

A great place to start when implementing any change into your life is to develop a 
plan and set goals. Remembering to keep this plan and these goals realistic and to be 
gentle with yourself in the process. This mindset will help you stay engaged and eager 
for the growth that you seek. This is a lifestyle change and something you will carry 
forward with you in your growth. This will take time.  

I have put together this guide to help you find direction on your health and wellness 
path. Please take what works best for you, leave the rest, and be sure to make your 
healing path uniquely your own. You are unique, and no one way works best for any of 
us. This guide will lead you to the nourishment, nutrition, and wellness that works 
best for your specific needs.  
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Welcome to my Nourishment, Nutrition, and Wellness Guide






Nourishment is defined as food or substances in food that is necessary for life, growth, 
and health. Nourishment from food is one way we can nourish ourselves, but 
nourishment can also be found in other ways we nourish our bodies. This can be by 
the words that we hear, the things we see, and those that we keep close to us.  

We must stay open to what life has to offer us, without closing ourselves off while we 
find this nourishment. That is where we will begin, with balance.  

• Balance in all things. Finding a healthy balance with the foods that we eat, the things 
we listen to, the things that we see and watch, and those we keep close to us. Finding 
balance in all areas of our lives. Take a moment to notice when we have done too 
little, or done too much, and recalibrate ourselves. This is done best through self 
observance.  

• Self Observance is when we can stay in the present moment and be in tune with 
ourselves and those we surround ourselves with. It is in this state of self-observance 
that we can learn, gain insight, and listen to what our bodies are telling us. Over 
time, we can become more mindful.  

• Mindfulness is when we maintain a moment-to-moment awareness of our thoughts, 
emotions, bodily sensations, and the environment with focus, awareness, openness, 
and curiosity. When we can stay present with others, during meal times, and 
throughout the day. This mindfulness will allow us to become aware of our natural 
hunger signals, the feelings that arise when we are around others, and how our 
environment can make us feel. With this mindful outlook, we can flow into our 
authenticity and this helps us develop a healthy inner dialog.   

• Inner Dialog is how we speak to ourselves. Developing a healthy inner dialog takes 
time. Finding a healthy balance of how we speak to ourselves. When we can develop 
a healthy inner dialog, we can nurture ourselves on a holistic level. 
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Below I offer basic guidance to offer suggestions and tools for nourishing your body 
daily. Remember to take what works for you and your body and leave the rest. With 
any change you implement into your life, take these changes slowly, otherwise, your 
mind and your body can become overwhelmed.  

• Water - Make sure you are drinking enough water daily. The amount of water you 
may need varies based on your body size, activity level, medications, and many other 
factors. Generally, it is recommended to drink 8 glasses of 8 fluid ounces a day or 
more. If you do not drink enough water already, slowly begin to increase your water 
intake while listening to your body. Remember to try and drink clean filtered water, 
tea, and mineral water as your main sources. Two filter recommendations I suggest 
are Zero Water or Berkey Water Filters. 

• Practice Mindful Eating - Mindful eating is a simple process of slowing down, 
becoming present at mealtimes, and listening to your body while you eat. We can 
carry emotions into mealtimes and this can interact with the digestive process. A 
great way to start is to make sure you are fully chewing your food, setting your fork 
down in-between bites, and taking around 20 minutes to eat per meal. If you have 
been attuned to Reiki by me or another practitioner, remember that you can add 
Reiki to your meals as well. 

• Balancing Meals - Each of your meals should contain protein, fat, and 
carbohydrate. This ratio should be targeted toward your specific needs, the key here 
is that you are balancing each meal properly. This should be your goal with most of 
your meals, not all.  

•
•
•
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• A great way to see what you are eating in a day is to download a free app like 
MyFitnessPal. Make sure to use this as a tool, like the training wheels on a bike, 
knowing that once you observe eating patterns, you can move on without it. 
Remember that if you have lived with any form of disordered eating that there are 
other ways to monitor your intake.  

•
• An example of a balanced meal would be a breakfast of two eggs and two egg whites 

for your protein source, turkey bacon, a slice of avocado for your fat, and roasted 
squash or sweet potato for your carbohydrate. You can also add sautéed or steamed 
greens to the side to increase the nutrient value, making sure to cook them in a 
quality oil like coconut, avocado, or olive oil. Lunch and dinner could be a 4-6oz 
chicken breast for your protein, steamed veggies cooked in olive oil for your fat, and 
brown rice, buckwheat, quinoa, or squash for your carbohydrate. Maybe add in a cup 
of bone broth for nutrient value.  

• Snacks are when this can become tricky, so I recommend trying to keep your snacks 
balanced as well. If you eat an apple, pairing it with a small amount of nut butter will 
give you a source of protein and fat will help to balance your blood sugar. Snacks are 
also the one time I recommend eating a protein alone. Eating a hard-boiled egg or a 
few pieces of chicken or turkey after a workout. I like to keep nuts to a minimum 
when snacking as they are very nutrient-dense and can be hard on the stomach. If 
you do like to snack on nuts, I recommend sprouting and soaking them.  

• A balanced and healthy diet combines three macronutrients. Proteins, fats, and 
carbohydrates. These should be reached in a balance that works best for you. Below I 
go over the basics of these macros. 

• Protein - Aim for 20-30 grams of protein each meal. Make sure this protein comes 
from a quality source. Keep meat grass-fed or organic if possible, and make sure you 
are getting your proteins from different sources of meat to get a good essential 
amino acid profile. If you eat a vegetarian diet, you can still get this amino acid 
balance through eggs, and dairy. If you follow a vegan diet, I recommend working 
with a vegan-based holistic nutritionist or someone who is well researched in this 
balance. Since I no longer personally follow a vegan diet, I focus my diet, and the 
diet of most of my clients, on protein from quality meat sources. 
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• Fat - Fats offer us many healing benefits, especially for brain health, inflammation, 
blood circulation, and our immune system. But just like all things, some are better 
for us than others, and balancing your fat intake is key.   

• For example, Polyunsaturated fat is good for our brain health, helps us stay full 

longer, and supports our heart. Saturated fatty acids are what we get from animal 
foods like meat, dairy, and coconut oil. Coconut oil is a short-chain fatty acid, and 
animal meats are long. The difference between these long and short chains is the 
number of hydrogen atoms that are attached to the carbon atoms in a molecule. This 
makes coconut oil a healthier option. Therefore I would suggest eating fatty cuts of 
meat more sparingly.  

•
• The unsaturated fatty acids, monounsaturated and polyunsaturated, support the 

body in lowering cholesterol. Monounsaturated is found mostly in seafood, avocados, 
olive oil, and nuts. Monounsaturated is known as the healthiest form of fats. They 
help with inflammation by normalizing prostaglandin levels that help regulate the 
dilation of our blood vessels when we have inflammation within our body. 

•
• Polyunsaturated fats are found in vegetable oils, seafood, and walnuts. They help to 

balance your metabolic function but can also lower the levels of your good 
cholesterol. Omega 3 fatty acids and omega 6 fatty acids are polyunsaturated oils. 
Omega 3’s are a great addition to our diets for brain health and they come from 
cold-water fish, seaweeds, flaxseeds, and spinach. Omega 6’s come from corn, 
sunflower, black currant, walnut, chestnut, hemp, soy, and more. You only need a 
teaspoon a day to meet your omega 6 needs.  

•
• Lastly, trans fats are hydrogenated oils that are not the healthiest for our bodies. 

These come from reintroducing the hydrogen that was missing from 
polyunsaturated fats. These fats raise our cholesterol, can put us at risk for cancer, 
lower cellular functioning, and alter our immune system function. This type of fat 
can be found in fried foods, margarine, and a lot of processed foods. This type of fat 
stays solid at room temperature.  
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• Now that you have this knowledge of the types of fat in your diet, you can make sure 
to eat the right kinds of fats, limit, or better yet, fully remove the number of trans fats 
that you eat, and focus on balance. 

•
• Carbohydrates - There are three main types of carbohydrates in the food, starches 

also known as complex carbohydrates, sugars, and fiber. While reading a nutrition 
label, the term “total carbohydrates” includes all three. Foods that are high in starch 
are vegetables like peas, corn, potatoes, beans, lentils, and grains such as oats, barley, 
rice, pasta, bread, and crackers.  

• Foods that contain sugar as a carbohydrate are those where sugar occurs naturally 
like milk, fruit, table sugar, brown sugar, honey, beet sugar, cane sugar, maple syrup, 
agave, and turbinado.  

•
• Foods that contain fiber as a carbohydrate is from sources of plant products. These 

are the ones you want to focus on in your diet. This fiber is an indigestible part of 
plant foods including fruits, vegetables, whole grains, nuts, and legumes. When you 
consume dietary fiber, most of it passes through the intestines and is not digested.  

•
• Ideally, we should get between 25 to 30 grams of fiber each day. Fiber is excellent for 

digestive health, keeps your bowel movements regular, and helps you feel full and 
satiated. It is also excellent for lowering your cholesterol levels.  

•
• The carbohydrates you want to focus on are beans, legumes, fruits, vegetables, and 

nuts. Try to stay away from processed foods or foods high in sugar and starches.  I 
also recommend excluding gluten, if this works for you. The grains of our present 
are not the grains of our ancestors. It is good to remember balance, not perfection. 

To reach a good balance of macronutrients listen to your body first. Make sure you 
aren’t eating too little or too much of one macro, and focus on quality food each meal. 
Remember, what you put into your body holds a vibration just as your emotions do. 
Practice a nourishment mindset. 
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Wellness is defined as being in a state of good health. But I see it more as the path to 
good health and everything you do along the way. Each of us enters a relationship with 
our health at a different level, therefore this relationship with yourself takes time and 
will be something you work on throughout your lifetime.  

Knowledge of food and medicine is always shifting, so it is important to stay aware of 
the things that are trending but to remain at the roots of how our ancestors ate and 
how they behaved. Eating with the flow of the day and seasons, moving your body 
daily, and simply listening to what the body wants. This can often be the hardest part 
of a healing path.  

Although it is tempting to try and fit our bodies into a mold by mirroring what others 
do, or by paying someone to be told what to do, these should only offer guidance. The 
true answer to our health is always within. Therefore it is great to combine the 
knowledge you gain by tuning into your own body with the knowledge you gain from 
your doctors and outside resources. Here are some good tools to help you on your 
wellness path.  

• Observance - The food we eat, the things we watch, and the company of others are 
absorbed into our being. Start to pay attention to what feels good for you and what 
does not. Honoring this may show up differently each day, and paying attention to 
the nonlinearity of this as well. Simply accepting when something or someone does 
not feel good, and when something or someone does.  

• Journaling - With this self-observance of how we are feeling on a day-to-day basis. 
I highly recommend journaling. This is also an excellent way to keep track of health 
concerns. The body is miraculous and allows us to forget the pain we have gone 
through very easily. Journaling is an excellent way to prepare for a doctor's 
appointment, noticing any cyclic or repeating patterns in your health. Journaling is 
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also excellent for recording dreams. A great deal of guidance can come to us in a 
dream state.  

• Developing a High-Frequency Inner Dialog - How we treat ourselves 
internally is often how we treat others. When we can speak to ourselves with respect 
and honor, we can learn to treat others the same. The frequency that a positive inner 
dialog creates is healing on an enormous level. The thing is, we also cannot use this 
tool to excuse behavior that is not on a higher frequency, making excuses for our 
actions. The key here is balance.  

• Daily Movement and Meditation - Creating a relationship with meditation, 
QiGong, yoga, pilates, or any way to move the body and still the mind. This will show 
up differently for all of us, with varying levels of difficulty. For some of my bed-
ridden clients, I recommend getting the mail each day, working with my vagal 
exercises, or doing yoga Nidra while in bed. For others that can move more, I 
recommend walking or running for cardiovascular health combined with 3-5 days of 
weight training. If it is available to you, I highly recommend building muscle. This is 
one of the best things that you can do for your body. Proper muscle is a key to a 
healthy metabolism, it helps with sleep, and even helps support our immune system. 
You can do this at home, outside, in a gym, or however works best for you. If you can 
lift heavy things. Most importantly, do not forget rest days. Give your body rest. Our 
ancestors went through periods of high activity and rest. During the winter months, 
you may see your body needs more rest, and in the summer, be more active. This is 
the body's natural connection to the rhythms of nature.  

• Sleep - Sleep is crucial for optimal health. We want to create a healthy relationship 
with sleep, but this takes time. For those who live with a long-term illness, sleep can 
be complex. The ticket is to get sleep when and however you can. For those with a 
more normal sleep cycle, making sure you get quality sleep is great to increase your 
health. 

• Sleep occurs when the yang energies of the day turn into the yin energies of the 
night. Yin energy is cooling, calming, and restorative. This is the time of the day 
when our body turns inward and regenerates. Some tools for a better night's sleep 
are: 
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- Keep the bedroom cool. Creating a cool environment will help the transition from 
Yang to Yin. Think of the sun setting and the earth beginning to cool.  

- Keep the lights low and try to limit screen time in the evenings. If you do need 
screen time, think of purchasing blue-light-blocking glasses. 

- Try not to eat right before bed and avoid sugar, caffeine, and alcohol. I would 
suggest 2-3 hours if possible. This is the time of the day when your body needs its 
energy to repair.  

- Practice sun-gazing - Getting sunlight first thing in the morning and the evening. 
Watching the sunrise and set is a great start. Please make sure to get sunlight and to 
look at the horizon, never directly at the sun.  

• Your Healing Network - Finding a healing team that works best for you. 
Knowing this will take time, and knowing when to walk away when a doctor is not 
right for you, or when you have reached the level of care with a doctor you are 
working with and know it is time for someone new. Think of your doctor as a serious 
relationship. Your time with them should be sacred, you should always feel 
respected, and you should show up to your appointments prepared as best as you 
can. Your part as a patient is equally as important as your part as a healer. You should 
show up and work together as a team. 

• For those seeking or new to a holistic approach to health, I recommend taking your 
time finding a Therapist, Naturopathic Doctor, Functional Medicine Doctor, 

Acupuncturist, or doctor that resonates best for you. Some of the things that you can 
bring up with them are: 

•
- Addressing any hormone imbalances. Make sure you run a full thyroid panel and 

look into taking a DUTCH Test.  
- Ruling out any food sensitivities. 
- Addressing allergies.   
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- Healing your gut. Ruling out things like SIBO or parasites. Although most people 
assume parasites are something that people who travel deal with if their immune 
system is weak, parasites can become a very real issue.  

- Addressing any mold exposure. 
- Working on healing any trauma or addiction. 
- Focusing on genetics and epigenetic factors.  
- Looking into your dental history. Take the time to research a bio-identical or holistic 

dentist in your area. Removing any root canals or fillings you may have.  
- Finding a practitioner to work on any ancestral healing or healing that needs to be 

done on an energetic level. This can be through a Shaman or Reiki Master, or it can 
be through a holistic therapist working with Emotional Freedom Techniques or 
Spiritual Kinesiology. There are many different practitioners in this field. Find what 
resonates and works best for you.  

The takeaway from this guide should be to find balance. To allow yourself to heal. To 
learn to listen to your body. To know that this life is a time for growth and that this 
growth can never be perfect or done in a day. It takes time. Most importantly, you 
should give yourself the gift of allowing yourself to heal. Stepping away from any label 
of dis-ease or dis-ability and allowing yourself a life of health, no matter how that 
shows up for you. 

If you need more guidance with your healing journey, please reach out to me here to 
book an appointment or set up a free consultation.  

Or email me at healwithyou@gmail.com.  
I look forward to hearing from you. 
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